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Background

Applicants Name: Slavko Brdar
Institution: Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC), Forschungszentrum Jülich
Application name: TerrSysMP
Programming language: C, Fortran
Programming model: MPI, OpenMP
Source code available: yes
Performance study: performance check for cross-module runs
Application description: The Terrestrial System Modeling Platform TerrSysMP is a scaleconsistent, highly modular, massively parallel, fully integrated soil-vegetation-atmosphere modeling system.
Test-case description: 17 CLM steps
Machine description: JURECA cluster (1640 compute nodes: 2xIntel Xeon E5-2680 v3
Haswell CPUs per node (12 cores, 2.5 GHz, Intel Hyperthreading Technology, AVX 2.0 ISA
extension, Mellanox EDR InfiniBand Network).
JURECA booster (1872 compute nodes: one Intel Xeon Phi 7250-F Knights Landing CPUs per
node (68 cores, 1.4 GHz, Intel Hyperthreading Technology, AVX-512 ISA extension, configured
with Quadrant NUMA Mode with Cache Memory mode, Intel Omni-Path Network).
Compile software: Intel/2019.3.199, ParaStationMPI/5.2.2-1
Analysis tools: Score-P/5.0, Scalasca/2.5, VTune/2019 update6, Advisor/2019 update5
Measurement details: Score-P measurement dilation was acceptably low ∼ 8 − 20% with
runtime filtering. There were no measurements with hardware counter due to current tools’
limitations.
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Expectations vs. Reality

TerrSysMP has multiple implementations and variations. One of them uses a Multiple Program Multiple Data (MPMD) execution model. MPMD program has several components (executables) which are communicating via MPI calls and are sharing the same MPI COMM WORLD
communicator.
The original audit request was for program which consists of three components, i.e. ICON
(atmospheric model), CLM (land surface model) and ParFlow (subsurface model). All of these
independently developed components connected via an external coupler OASIS.
Unfortunately ParFlow could not be built with current combination of compiler and MPI,
which is required for cross-module runs, where cross-module run is where different components
run on different CPUs. For instance, in the current audit one component runs on JURECA
cluster and another one on JURECA booster. The peculiarity in this case is different networks
on cluster (Mellanox EDR InfiniBand Network) and on booster (Intel Omni-Path Network). To
couple them JSC uses gateway nodes and specific packjob feature of SLURM scheduler.
As ParFlow is out of game, we will consider only two components’ implementation, i.e. ICON
and CLM. ICON has been previously audited, however, this combination and cross-module run
will be a first time.
ICON was previously extensively used and tuned for CRAY machine. Therefore, there is
an assumption that ICON can run quite efficiently on JURECA booster with AVX-512 ISA
extension support, whereas CLM should be sufficiently fast on JURECA cluster.
3
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It is necessary to point out, TerrSysMP building system has peculiarities, i.e. it doesn’t allow
to specify different compiler options for different components (for instance, -xMIC-AVX512 flag
is required to achieve the best vectorization performance on KNLs ), thus, for cross-module
jobs it was necessary to build program twice and copy necessary executables to the working
directory. Besides, it was necessary to adjust some files manually, namely:
intf oas3/icon-lem/arch/JURECA/config/Makefile,
intf oas3/oasis3-mct/arch/JURECA/build interface oasis3-mct JURECA.ksh,
intf oas3/oasis3-mct/arch/JURECA/config/make.intel jureca oa3,
intf oas3/oasis3/arch/JURECA/build interface oasis3 JURECA.ksh
in order to enable -xMIC-AVX512 flag, as there is no way to provide compiler flags for OASIS
component.
To understand behavior of application on different CPUs we performed several measurements using minimal set of internal TerrSysMP timers (enabled with "ltimer = .true.",
"timers level = 1", "msg level = 0"), vary nproma (recommended by customer as a parameter responsible for vector length and suppose to impact performance) and with and without
AVX512 option.
Table 1: Runtime of TerrSysMP with various configurations
Configuration
cluster only, 16 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=16
cluster only, 16 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=32
cluster only, 16 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=64
cluster only, 16 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=128
booster only, 6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=16, no AVX
booster only, 6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=32, no AVX
booster only, 6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=64, no AVX
booster only, 6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=128, no AVX
booster only, 6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=16, AVX
booster only, 6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=32, AVX
booster only, 6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=64, AVX
booster only, 6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, nproma=128, AVX
cluster-booster, 7 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON on booster no AVX and
4 for CLM on cluster, nproma=16
cluster-booster, 7 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON on booster AVX and
4 for CLM on cluster, nproma=16

Time, s
97
101
110
125
360
372
389
410
291
303
323
332
361
286

Thus, execution on JURECA cluster was the fastest one and took only 97s (nproma=16).
Despite our expectations, execution only on booster has significant degradation, i.e. 3.7x slower
without AVX512 and 3x with AVX512. nproma variation increased runtime even further. Behavior of a cross-module run was very similar to the booster one. Gateways number variation
of a cross-module run did not help either, i.e. we tested runtime with one to eight gateway
nodes (nproma=16 and enabled AVX512) where runtime was more or less the same with minor
fluctuations.
A graphical representation of the application execution variants is depicted in Figure 11 .
Cluster only on top (16 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, CLM is on top), booster
1

Vampir display quick reference:
https://pop-coe.eu/sites/default/files/pop_files/vampir_display_quickref.pdf
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only in the middle (6 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM and enabled AVX512, CLM
is on top) and cluster-booster at the bottom (7 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON on booster with
AVX512 and 4 for CLM on cluster, CLM is at bottom). MPI routines on the given timeline
depicted in red, and user routines are green. Visual analysis shows following: initialization and
computation takes almost 3x longer on booster and cluster-booster, but there are no visible
significant artifacts in behavior.
On one hand, if we compare only CPUs frequencies on cluster and booster sides, we will
notice that on the booster frequencies are 1.8x lower. This means that instructions execution on
booster can be 1.8x slower than on cluster. The CPU clock shows the rate at which the CPU can
execute instructions if nothing goes wrong (theoretical peak). But in reality something is always
going wrong, i.e. slow memory accesses, cache misses, pipeline stalls etc. On another hand,
on booster we have AVX512 support, whereas on cluster side only AVX2.0. AVX (Advanced
Vector Extensions) is very handy when SIMD (Single Instruction on Multiple Data) comes
into play. AVX2.0 has length 256-bit and can perform simple mathematical operations with
eight 32-bit single-precision floating point numbers within a single instruction whereas AVX512
has length 512-bit and can operate already with sixteen 32-bit single-precision floating point
numbers. Again, in reality there are many conditions to use AVX extensions efficiently, i.e.
no data dependencies, memory alignment etc. In ideal world low CPU frequencies could be
compensated by larger amount of SIMD operations and could provide even better performance.
For our further investigations let’s consider cluster-booster example (7 nodes, 364 MPI for
ICON on booster AVX and 4 for CLM on cluster, nproma=16).

5
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Figure 1: Execution timeline of TerrSysMP, nproma=16 (from to top to bottom): Cluster only
(16 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON and 4 for CLM, CLM is on top), booster only (6 nodes, 364 MPI
for ICON and 4 for CLM and enabled AVX512, CLM is on top), cluster-booster (7 nodes, 364
MPI for ICON on booster with AVX512 and 4 for CLM on cluster, CLM is at bottom). MPI
routines on the given timeline depicted in red, and user routines are green.
6
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Behavior and syntactic structure

A graphical representation of the application execution on cluster-booster is depicted in Figure
2. There we can see timeline on 7 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON on booster AVX and 4 for CLM
on cluster, nproma=16.
TerrSysMP shows the typical structure of a scientific application: initialization (∼ 32 s),
compute loop (∼ 311 s), and post-processing (∼ 0.5 s). Initialization is relatively long due to
the complex heterogeneous nature of application, but in case of long compute loop in production
cases it can be negligible.
There is one node 4 processes on cluster dedicated to CLM and 6 nodes on booster (64
processes per node) dedicated to ICON. CLM is shown on the timeline as a tiny red stripe on
the top of the timeline and an area below (99% of total execution time) belongs to ICON.
At the beginning coupler initializes work between CLM and ICON. After initialization, work
on both components executed asynchronously. The workload consists of 17 CLM steps, where
each step has three ingredients, i.e. atmdrv followed by send fld 2cos and clm run2 . During
atmdrv CLM awaits input data from ICON and during send fld 2cos sends necessary output
to ICON and clm run2 writes diagnostics and intermediate results. Most of the time CLM
is awaiting for input from ICON. In order to overlap communication with computation data
exchange happens via non-blocking point-to-point MPI operations.
Simplistic syntactic structure of TerrSysMP is shown in Figure 32 and depicts calltree where
values show percentage of aggregated time. As we can see 1% of the total time is CLM and
is spent in MPI, i.e. in MPI Waitall waiting for input from ICON. atmo nonhydrostatic (91.34%) constitutes entire compute loop of ICON and includes solve nh (46.80%), les phy interface (31.17%), step advection (9.14%) and diffusion (1.51%). 81.3 of total time is
computation, 18.7 is MPI (11.48% is point-to-point, 0.75% is collectives, 6% MPI initialization
and 0.47% is synchronization). Although MPI initialization is significant in the current testcase
it will be negligible within a production run.
2
Cube display quick reference:
https://pop-coe.eu/sites/default/files/pop_files/cube_display_quickref.pdf
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Figure 2: Execution timeline of TerrSysMP (7 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON on booster AVX and 4
for CLM on cluster, nproma=16) on top; call stack of CLM (17 steps) in the middle; call stack
of ICON at bottom. MPI routines on the given timeline depicted in shades of red, and user
routines are shades of green.
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Figure 3: Calltree of TerrSysMP showing percentage of total execution time (7 nodes, 364 MPI
for ICON on booster AVX and 4 for CLM on cluster, nproma=16, with 0.9 threshold for hiding)
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Focus of analysis (FOA)

As we use Score-P for profiling and tracing it will be challenging to choose FOA as a single
routine which is consistent across all MPMD components. Therefore we will accept main as a
FOA, which will include initialization and finalization phases (∼ 10% of total runtime in our
case).

5

Parallel Efficiency Metrics

Basic parallel efficiency metrics3 are defined where the higher the value (closer to 1.00) then
the better is the efficiency.
Metrics given in Table 2 are provided for main routine for both components.
3

POP standard metrics for parallel performance analysis: https://pop-coe.eu/node/69
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Table 2: Parallel efficiency metrics of main of TerrSysMP code based on the POP metrics
(measured for both components, 7 nodes, 364 MPI for ICON on booster AVX and 4 for CLM
on cluster, nproma=16)
Metric
- Parallel Efficiency
- - Load balance
- - Communication Efficiency
- - - Serialisation Efficiency
- - - Transfer efficiency

Value
0.80
0.95
0.85
0.94
0.91

From the empirical experience one considers efficiency values poor if value is lower than 0.8.
Metrics given in Table 2 show relatively good efficiency values for main. It was not possible to
collect hardware counters, due to heterogeneous nature of application and current limitations
in Score-P measurement system.

6

Load Balance

As noted in Table 2 load balance efficiency of main is very good (for two components). Let’s
consider distribution of computation time of main and consider separately CLM (See Figure
4a) and ICON (See Figure 4b) components4 . Load imbalance is very significant in CLM (POP
load balance efficiency is ∼ 0.6), whereas in ICON load imbalance is low (efficiency is ∼ 0.96).
First rank of CLM causes imbalance due to additional I/O load in restfile write routine.

(a) CLM

(b) ICON

Figure 4: Load balance of FOA computation time
4

CUBE System Statistics Plugin:
https://apps.fz-juelich.de/scalasca/releases/cube/4.4/docs/guide/html/SystemStatisticsPlugin.
html
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I/O and communication

As was mentioned in Section 3 total runtime consists of 18.7% communication (11.48% is pointto-point, 0.75% is collectives, 6% is MPI initialization and 0.47% is synchronization). Communication efficiency provided in Table 2 is 0.85 which is relatively good value.
∼ 6% of total runtime is spent in MPI Waitall (mostly in sync patch * routines in ICON
and in oasis advance run in CLM) and ∼ 4% in MPI Send in sync patch * routines in ICON.
Scalasca trace analysis identified potential issues in point-to-point and collective communication. Thus, Scalasca detected inefficient “Late Sender” (∼ 7.9% of total runtime) pattern5
which is most significant in MPI Waitall in exchange data mult in ICON.
To find the potential root cause of the wait-states, critical path and delay analysis were
performed. Call paths that occupy a lot of time on the critical path are good optimization
candidates. Critical path indicated following potential candidate for improvement: solve nh and les phy interface and step advection in ICON.
Delay analysis identified potential root cause of “Late Sender” wait-state pattern which was
in MPI Send in exchange data mult and in solve nh in ICON.
Current testcase doesn’t use MPI file I/O but it uses POSIX file I/O which can be interesting
for follow up examination.
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Optimization attempts

As we saw from Sections 3 and 5 the greatest amount of TerrSysMP time spent in computation.
To improve overall performance on cluster-booster we can consider following two options, e.g.
vectorization and usage of bigger amount of compute resources.

8.1

Vectorisation

To investigate computation optimization opportunities we will use roofline analysis from Intel
Advisor6 . In Figure 5 depicted the most significant loops (1.25% threshold for hiding) where
coloring and size of the circle reflects time of the loop. Analysis of the roofline diagram shows
all depicted loops are memory and compute bound and have room for improvement, e.g. one
can consider loops for vectorization, use efficient memory accesses.
5

Scalasca documentation: performance properties:
https://apps.fz-juelich.de/scalasca/releases/scalasca/2.3/help/scalasca_patterns-2.3.html
6
Intel Advisor: roofline analysis:
https://software.intel.com/en-us/advisor-user-guide-roofline-analysis
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Scalability

Figure 5: Roofline analysis of TerrSysMP (only loops, with 1.25% threshold for hiding)
We will consider top five loops shown in Figure 6, i.e. three of them are scalar (marked
with blue circle arrow) without dependencies and the other two are vectorized loops (yellow
circle arrow). As there are no proved dependencies we can vectorize scalar loops with SIMD
directive. Furthermore, as vectorized loops are relatively bulky we can apply DISTRIBUTION
POINT directive which allows large loops to be distributed into smaller ones. Loop distribution
can reduce register pressure and improve both instruction and data cache use.

Figure 6: Top 5 time consuming loops of TerrSysMP
After applying all aforementioned changes the total runtime on cluster-booster (7 nodes, 364
MPI for ICON on booster AVX and 4 for CLM on cluster, nproma=16) was reduced to 257s
what is 10% less than in original version. Execution only on booster took 256s (12% faster),
whereas on cluster only it took exactly the same time as before, i.e. 97s.

8.2

Scalability

Let’s study behavior of modified TerrSysMP at scale. As CLM component is almost idling
awaiting for incoming input from ICON we will fix it (1 node with 4 MPIs) and vary number
of nodes for ICON (where 1 node uses 64 MPIs). Scaling plot is depicted in Figure 7 shows
12
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TerrSysMP with 12 nodes reaches 80% of ideal time and considerably moves away with increasing amount of nodes. With 24 nodes cluster-booster variant is very close to execution time with
16 nodes on cluster only.

(a) Time

(b) Speedup

Figure 7: Scaling plots of TerrSysMP (4 MPIs for CLM on cluster and variable amount of MPIs
for ICON on booster)
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Summary of observations

From the performance analysis of TerrSysMP it is possible to conclude the following:
• Execution on JURECA cluster was the fastest one and took only 97s (nproma=16). Execution only on JURECA booster has significant degradation, i.e. 3.7x slower without
AVX512 and 3x with AVX512. Behavior of a cross-module run was very similar to the
booster one. Variation of nproma parameter and number of gateway nodes did not help
to improve performance.
• Most of the time CLM is awaiting for input from ICON
• 81.3% of total time is computation, 18.7% is MPI
• atmo nonhydrostatic (91.34%) constitutes entire compute loop of ICON and includes
solve nh (46.80%), les phy interface (31.17%), step advection (9.14%) and diffusion (1.51%)
• Metrics given in Table 2 show relatively good efficiency values for main
• First rank of CLM causes imbalance due to additional I/O load in restfile write routine
• Scalasca detected inefficient “Late Sender” which is most significant in MPI Waitall in
exchange data mult in ICON
• critical path indicated following potential candidate for improvement: solve nh and
les phy interface and step advection in ICON
• delay analysis identified potential root cause of “Late Sender” wait-state pattern which
was in MPI Send (exchange data mult) and in solve nh in ICON
• vectorisation and efficient memory access can improve performance on booster (experimentally proved in Section 8.2)
13
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• with 24 nodes optimized cluster-booster variant is very close to execution time with 16
nodes on cluster only
From this initial analysis, the following can be recommended:
• optimize build system for cross-module cases
• investigate further vectorization opportunities
• investigate inefficient memory accesses
• investigate POSIX I/O
During current audit, the following issues were detected:
• Build system of TerrSysMP is not completely ready for cross-module jobs
• TerrSysMP runs on booster and cross-module complete successfully but produce ”corrupted double-linked list” error at the clean-up phase of ICON
• Performance analysis tools have restrictions with MPMD and cross-module jobs
– no way to identify consistent FOA across all components
– difficult to identify corresponding MPI collective operations across components with
profile
– measurements with hardware counters are difficult for collection and for interpretation
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